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The previotts issue of this journal gave detoils o/ a simple
hinge-tightening technique. Here is another one.

Open the cover. Ifthe endpaper (or the endpapers and the
title page) are pulling away from the inside of the case

and the spine lining is visible and intact, this second
hinge tightening method may be an appropriate
treatment. If neglected, a text block in this condition is
likely to soon require major repair or rebinding.

Materials required

Assemble the following: polyvinyl acetate adhesive
(PVA) in a low container, a glue brush, waxed paper,
wide strips of scrap paper, and a bone folder. A book
press and metal edged boards (or appropriate substitutes)
will also be needed.
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Step 4: Preparins for oressing
Insert a sheet of wax paper as far back
the hinge. This will prevent excess
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Steo l: Applying adhesive to spine lining and hings

Open the book to the place where the text block and
endpaper have separated. Lay a piece of scrap paper
along the text block about 1/8 inch from the exposed
hinge area. Carefully brush PVA on the exposed spine
lining and on the underside ofthe fold ofthe endpaper.

Step 2: Aligning the endpaoer and the text block
With the book still open, carefully align the endpaper and
the text block to ensure that the fold of the endsheet
exactly meets the shoulder of the text block. This will
help to assure proper opening of the book after drying.

Steo 3: Setting the endpaper alignment
Using the long edge of the bone folder, gently press the
fold of the endpaper into the hinge.
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sticking to the endpaper and also help to assure proper
opening of the book after drying.

Step 5: Setting the hinge

Check to make sure that the text block is still square in its
case. Then run the long edge of a bone folder down the
length of the outer hinge of the case, applying even
pressure.

Steo 6: Pressing the volume

Press the book for several hours or over night, making
sure that even pressure is applied in the joints. Use one of
the pressing methods discussed previor.rsly.

Dartmouth College Libraryt. Copyright 1996 the Board
of Tntstees of Dartmouth College, Hanover, New
Hampshire. All rights reserved. Permission granted for
copying and redistribution as long as this copyright
notice included.

as possible into
adhesive from

if whenever possible,
lettering on the spine

make the longest line of
in the middle or the end row.

Don't sew too tight - the book can be come convex,
and make rounding and backing difficult.
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Flattening is one of the potential steps in treating paper
that has been rolled or folded. Jane Greenfield. in her
book "Books; Their Care And Repair" (The H. W.
Wilson Company. New York, 1983) talks of a simple
humidifier one can readily "make". She attributes the
"invention" to Carolyn Horton (probably in her
"Cleaning and Preserving Bindings and Related
Materials", American Library Association, 1969).

Humidifying relaxes paper and then when allowed to dry
under light pressure it will usually stay flat.

The equipment is basically a plastic garbage can and a

plastic bucket, with 15cm of ordinary tap water in the
bottom of the garbage can and the bucket sitting in it.
Not mentioned, but needed, is some neutral weight in the
bucket to stop it from floating around.

To use the humidifier you place the items desired to be
flattened on end in the bucket and put the lid on the
garbage can, and just wait - half an hour to
days,depending on the absorption capacity of the paper.
Leave the paper until it is limp and slightly damp. The
procedure is not recomrnended for gloss finish papers
(viz art papers). It is prudent to generally keep the

garbage can free of water and to wash it out with
detergent from time to time, and certainly to reserve it for
this use.

Once humidified the sheet can be eased flat by hand and

then "set' to dry. Her recommended procedure is to
place the sheet between two layers of polyester web
(described as a surprisingly durable material to which
other materials will not stick) or in our terms "Reemay",
with out 10 sheets of plain paper again each side between
the Reemay and a set of boards. This whole sandwich is
then put under a light weight - not in a press as such
pressure as a press will exert can change the character of
paper - to dry, advisedly overnight at least.

Documents that have been rolled should be unrolled with
the inside of the roll face down on the lower sheet of
Reemay.

Folds in humidified documents should be opened gently
with what she tenns a microspatula. I use an old dental
tool that was probably designed for pushing amalgam
home into fillings. Once eased open the folds should be
pressed down by finger before being put into the
"sandwich" to dry.

Michael Mathew

Further to the article in Morocc'o Bound Vol 28 No 4
2007, the NSW Mitchell Library catalogue refers to yet
another set ofbookbinding tools.

Imprints of the tools are recorded, via impressions in
black, on the right hand side of a large sheet of white
paper. On the left hand side is the following note:

THESE HAND FINISHING TOOLS AS USED
IN BOOKBINDING

PRESENTED TO THE MITCHELL LIBRARY
BY SIR JOHN COLLINS

197 6

The previous owner appears to have been Vice Admiral
Sir John Augustine Collins, KBE, CB (1899-1989). In
1913, aged 14, Collins joined the first intake to the RAN
College; he became a midshipman in January 1917, in
time to see war service while attached to the Royal Navy.

His career advanced between the wars. and he was
Assistant Chief of Naval Staff and Director of Military
lntelligence at the beginning of the Second World War.

ln the early war years Collins commanded HMAS
Sydney in the Mediterranean. The Sydney sank the
Italian cruiser Bartolomeo Colleoni in July 1940. When
the ship and crew came home, the City of Sydney gave
the ship's captain and crew a huge public reception.

Collins left the Sydney before it was tragically sunk by a

German raider off the Western Australian coast in
November 1941.

In 1943 Collins commanded HMAS Shropshire and took
part in operations in the Pacific. He was later
Cornmodore Commanding the Australian Naval
Squadron, with HMAS Australia as his flagship.

Badly wounded by a Japanese suicide attack at Leyte
Gulf in October 1944. he did not resume his command
until July 1945. When the war ended Collins was the
RAN's representative at the surrender in Tokyo Bay.

Collins was appointed Chief of Naval Staff (1948 55), a
period that included the deployment of ships to the
Korean War. During this time he oversaw many changes
and adrninistrative reforms in the navy. He later served as

Australia's High Commissioner to New Zealand. A class

of Australian submarines bears his name; the first,
HMAS Collins, was launched by his widow in 1993.

I have no infonnation at this time relating to Sir John
Collins' bookbinding career. Perhaps he was a book
collector who developed an amateur's interest in binding.

As to the current location of the tools, further research is
required, and I hope to report on this in the next issue of
this journal. John Turner

PAPER FLATTENING
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The collection of bookbinding tools presented to the Mitchell Library by Sir John Collins in
1976. Tools are shown actual size.
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Published after World War II in Europe, Folded paper
and Cardboard Work was produced by people interested
in updating the school curriculum in Switzerland. It was
later published in France and translated into Spanish. The
small paperback gives instructions for techniques and
designs for hundreds ofprojects. The design shown here
would be perfect for anyone wanting to store their copies
of Morocco Bound in good condition.

The two half covers are made in the same way but the
outer cover has a spine piece one board thickness larger
than the lower one. The spine pieces are about two thirds
the width of the spines of the stacked magazines.

Attachiag the
hinges

The boards are cut 5-l0rnm wider and longer than the
pages of the magazine. After the spine pieces are hinged,
slots are cut into each board for the lwo ribbons and the
covers.

The boards are then covered with paper inside and out
and left to dry in a press.

The covers are assembled as shown in the next diagram
after cr.rtting the paper over the slots.

Ar*mbliag thc eovcrt

TIIE COilPLETED BIBIDER

Adrienne Allen

Keeping documentation when r,rndertaking repairs is
important. Like the Editor, most of the readers of this
article are amateurs. but that doesn't mean we shouldn't
be professional in our approach. (The editor apologises in
advance for the short lecture).

Many a book owner is surprised to find how much it is
likely to cost for a book repair. They envisage the waving
of a magic glue brush and the uttering of a spell is
sufficient to repair a treasured family possession. We all
know how many family bibles are lurking out there;
doomed by faulty construction from the moment they left
the bookshop and less than thoughtful handling by their
owners.

Using a work sheet to record findings when the book is
given a preliminary examination can be revealing for a

book owner and helpful for the binder. After completing
a recent complicated repair I wonder why I was not using
this idea years ago. For one thing I'd have a record ofthe
books that have passed through my hands and the owners
would have a record of the work done to repair their
books. Digital cameras allow you to make photographs
of before and after appearances, showing details of
needed repairs to spine and sections, which could also be
provided to the owner after the repairs are complete.

I prepared a draft form, which I submit, for members to
try. Any comments would be helpful.

A SIMPLE MAGAZINE FOLDER

PLANNING A BOOK REPAIR
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If you set up your own version, using the table feature in
a word processor, or a spreadsheet program, any
additions and variations are easy to do. Save the final
version as a template and it can be used as often as you
wish and altered at any time.

Some people may wish to add details about hours, hourly
costs and materials used, in which case it may be better
to print the table in landscape mode. A spreadsheet
would allow automatic totalling of costs.

The other advantage is that it helps to jog the memory as
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the repairs are made, especially relocating loose pages
and plates.
An alternative is a basic sketch of a standard book, which
could be annotated. lmages are available online at:

http://www.library.uiuc.edu/prescons/images/parts_of a_
book.gif.

http : //www.antcolbks. com/BookParts. gif

The second URL leaves little to the imagination but the
image is copyright so it needs to be seen online.

Adrienne Allen

Morocco Sound

Book Repair Worksheet
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Description Action Done

Wrapper

Bound, cased or
sinqle sheets

Covering: Leather,
cloth, paper

Cover corners sand
edqes

Headbands

Spine: torn, loose,
missinq

Section sewn or
adhesive bindinq

Bookblock complete,
incomplete

Page check

Plates check

Paper treatment
needed

Author Author

Date received Date & Publisher

Examined by:
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